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Invisibility cloaks have recently become a topic of considerable interest thanks to the theoretical works of
transformation optics and conformal mapping. The design of the cloak involves extreme values of material
propertiesandspatiallydependentparametertensors,whichareverydifficulttoimplement.Therealization
of an isolated invisibility cloak in the visible light, which is an important step towards achieving a fully
movable invisibility cloak, has remained elusive. Here, we report the design and experimental
demonstration of an isolated polygonal cloak for visible light. The cloak is made of several elements, whose
electromagnetic parameters are designed by a linear homogeneous transformation method. Theoretical
analysis shows the proposed cloak can be rendered invisible to the rays incident from all the directions.
Using natural anisotropic materials, a simplified hexagonal cloak which works for six incident directions is
fabricated for experimental demonstration. The performance is validated in a broadband visible spectrum.
I
nvisibility cloak, a science fiction for ages, has now turned into a scientific reality thanks to the pioneering
theoreticalworksintransformationoptics
1andconformalmapping
2.Theinvisibilitycloakdesignedbytheuse
of transformation optics doesn’t make the object disappear, but instead creates an illusion by guiding the light
around the hidden object and making it appear on the other side without any deflection. The initial proposal for
such a transformation-based cloak requires the materials to be inhomogeneous and anisotropic
1,3. It involves
extreme values of materials in the inner boundary and spatially dependent constitutive parameter tensors
1. The
first cylindrical cloak was experimentally achieved at microwave frequencies using metallic ring resonant meta-
materials,whicharestronglydispersiveandworkonlyinanarrowfrequencyband
3.Thebandwidthlimitationfor
the cloak can be circumvented in some specific application situation, for example, in the applications targeted to
hide an object sitting on a conducting ground plane. The cloak for this specific application was called carpet
cloaks
4-17, which are different from the cylindrical
3,18,19 or spherical cloaks
1 that can be classified as isolated object
cloaks. They have limited cloaking potential, but have considerable advantage that, the parameters need not be
singular
4,20,21. The simple parameters lead to various experimental achievements from microwave frequencies to
visible frequencies
5-17. However, to achieve an isolated invisibility cloak is much more difficult because of the
extreme values of the materials and the spatially dependent anisotropic parameters. Since the first experimental
demonstrationofthecylindricalcloak
3wasreportedin2006,theoperatingfrequencyofisolatedinvisibilitycloak
has remained in the microwave frequencies
22-24. The rare experimental works on isolated cloaks results from the
fact that, to scale sub-wavelength resonant metamaterial elements and place them in a spatially dependent
manner at optical frequencies is a highly challenging work. To realize an isolated cloak in the visible light, a
key step towards achieving a fully movable cloak, we need to find a different way to remove the limitations
associated with the initial proposal of the cloak. One solution to avoid the spatially dependent constitutive
parametersinthecloakdesignisusinglinearhomogenouscoordinatetransformation.Theideaonhomogeneous
cloakwasfirstlystudiedinRef[21],whereaone-directionaldiamondcloakcreatedwithhomogeneousmaterialis
proposed. The one-directional cloak
21 is equivalent to a carpet cloak when the hidden object is sitting on a
conducting ground plane. This point has been experimentally confirmed by several groups from microwave
frequencies to visible frequencies
5-17. The concept was later further extended to a two-step linear coordinate
transformation, which was used to design different shaped cloaks
25,26.
In this paper, we report a polygonal optical cloak that can hide an isolated macroscopic object in visible light.
We propose a scheme to divide a polygon in a virtual coordinate space into lots of segments and apply a simple
linearhomogenoustransformationineachsegment.Abighiddenregionistransformedintoamuchsmallerone,
which can be hardly seen by the naked eye. The linear homogeneous transformation leads to homogenous and
finite materials parameters in the cloak. Our theoretical work shows that the proposed cloak can be rendered
invisible to the rays incident from all the directions. Using birefringent materials, a simplified hexagonal cloak
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thetransformationbasedcloak.Wesuccessfullydemonstratethat,in
the whole visible spectrum, light can be guided through the cloak
without it noticing the existence of the hidden object, and appearing
on the other side without any deviation. Our work is a new step
toward feasible human cloaking devises.
Results
In the optical cloak design, an m-sided polygon is used in a virtual
coordinate space (m56 in Fig. 1a), which is filled with isotropic
material of permittivity e and permeability m (m51). In its center is
asmallerpolygonrotatedatanangleofp=mcomparedtotheoutside
polygon. The space between the two polygons is divided by several
triangular segments. Due to the symmetric pattern shown in Fig. 1a,
the triangular segments in the cloak can be grouped into two types,
which we marked as Segment I and Segment II with their local
coordinate axes, (ua,va,wa) and (ub,vb,wb), respectively. A linear
homogeneous transformation method (see Methods Summary) is
applied in all segments, along their local coordinate axes, so that
the center polygon with radius r0 in the virtual coordinate space is
transformedtoabiggerpolygonwithradiusr1 inthephysicalcoord-
inate space, while the outer polygon with radius r2 in the virtual
coordinate space remains the same as that in the physical coordinate
space (Fig. 1b). If we only consider the trajectory of the light
3,17,24,w e
can get the following nonmagnetic constitutive parameters for par-
allel polarized light (electric field is parallel to the polygon plane):
eI
u’~e=k2
v, eI
v’~ek2
u, mI
w’~1, for Segment I, and eII
u’~e, eII
v ’~ek2,
mII
w’~1, for Segment II, where ku, kv, and k are the compression or
extension ratios of the triangular segments (see Methods Summary).
The cloak is formed by lots of such segments, whose materials are
homogenous and anisotropic. No extreme values of the material para-
meters are involved. Different from the two-folded transformation
scheme
26, the linear transformation applied here is very simple, yield-
ing simple constitutive parameters of the cloak. The hidden object,
here the hexagon with radius r1, is mapped to a hexagon with much
smaller radius, r0, and therefore, becomes much more difficult to be
revealed to an outside observer. We can set r0to be small enough so
that it is invisible to the naked eye. In the virtual coordinate space, the
trajectories of the rays marked as blue, red, and green are straight lines
(Fig. 1a), while in the physical coordinate space, the rays are guided
around the hidden object, and appear in the other region without any
deflection (Fig. 1b). If we increase the number of sides of the polygon
cloak (see Supplementary Information for a 20-sides polygon cloak), it
would be very close to a cylindrical cloak but still, would be composed
of homogeneous materials in each segment.
In order to conceal a large object, the calculated electromagnetic
parameters show that the materials in Segment I should have a big
anisotropic degree (eI
u’=eI
v’). Natural birefringent crystals are good
candidates to construct the cloak for experimental demonstra-
tion
10,11, but the anisotropic degree of most of these crystals (e.g.
calciteisaround1.26)maybenotbigenoughtosqueezealargespace
into a much smaller one. In order to observe a clear phenomenon of
the cloaking effect in the experimental demonstration, we simplify
the cloak design based on the trajectory and the refraction behavior
ofthehorizontalraymarkedinredinFig.1b.Asimplifiedhexagonal
cloak with only six segments is designed by replacing the Segment I
materials in the original cloak with Segment II materials (see
Supplementary Information for more details). This simplification
sacrifices the performance of the cloak for other part of the rays,
but can still approximate some properties of the original cloak. We
can use natural birefringent crystal for experimental demonstration.
The simplified hexagon cloak is fabricated by using six calcite trape-
zoids glued together (Fig. 1c). The calcite has a refractive index
n051.66 for ordinary light and ne51.49 for extraordinary light.
The optic axis in each calcite trapezoid is perpendicular to its sides,
i.e. along the ub’ direction. The inner radius of the cloak is r151.5
mm, and the outer radius of the cloak is r2513 cm. The height of the
cloakish513mm.Theinnersixsurfacesofthecloakarecoatedwith
silver. Because of fabrication errors in the calcite crystal, the outer
radius and the height of the cloak may have an error up to 1 mm,
whilethegapbetweentwogluedpiecesofthecloakmayhaveanerror
up to 0.3 mm.
In the experimental setup (Fig. 2a), a yellow column with a radius
of1.3mmisputinsidethecloakasahiddenobject.Theupperpartof
the column is unwrapped by the cloak for comparison. The cloak
with the hidden object is immersed in a glass tank filled with a
transparent, light yellow, liquid with a refractive index of 1.72 at
589.3 nm. The letters and the logo of Zhejiang University, printed
on a paper placed behind the tank in the yz plane, are used as an
image. A polarizer is attached in front of the tank to ensure parallel
wave polarization. A camera is also placed in front of the tank to
capture the image. The image captured by the camera (Fig. 2b) is
exactly what an observer sees through the tank and the cloak. As the
upperpartof thehiddencolumnhasn’t beencovered bythecloak,in
the image captured by the camera, the letters ‘g’ and ‘U’ in the upper
‘‘Zhejiang University’’, and the upper part of the logo are blocked by
the column andcannot befully seen. The lower part of the column is
covered by the cloak, and we find that the lower part of the logo and
all the letters in the lower ‘‘Zhejiang University’’ become visible.
There is a small stripe in the center of the lower part of the image,
whichisintroducedbytheimperfectsmallgapinthegluingofthesix
calcite trapezoids. The logo and the letters in the captured image
show no distortion and are located in the same position as the real
objects, as if the hidden column were not there.
Duetothesymmetricpatternofthecloak,thesimplifiedcloakcan
also work for rays from the other five directions. In the second
experiment,weuselaserbeamstodemonstratehowthecloakmanip-
ulates the incident light to flow around the hidden object. Three
Figure 1 | Illustration of the transformation optics based cloak design.
(a) The hexagon in the virtual coordinate space filled with isotropic
materialsisdividedbylotsofsegmentsclassifiedbySegmentIandSegment
II.(b)Thehexagoncloakinthephysicalcoordinatespaceisconstructedby
the transformed segments with anisotropic and homogenous optical
properties.Thehiddenregiondefinedbythecenterhexagon,withradiusr1
inthe physical coordinate space, ismapped froma much smaller hexagon,
with a radius r0 in the virtual coordinate space. (c) The side and top views
of a simplified hexagonal cloak, which consistsofsixcalcite trapezoids glued
together. The optic axis in each calcite trapezoid is parallel to its sides.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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are used in the demonstration. The red beam from the laser is incid-
ent along the~ x direction, while the two green beams from the lasers
are incident along the~ x{~ y
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
=2 and~ xz~ y
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
=2 directions, respect-
ively (Fig. 3). In order to make sure the beams haven’t changed their
directionswhenpropagatingfromairintotheliquidsinsidethetank,
ahexagonaltankisfabricatedandthecloakisputinthecenterofthe
tank. The laser beams are normally incident onto the three sides of
the tank at different positions (Fig. 3). The original path of the red
beam (Ray 1) is normally incident onto the hidden column. When it
hits the cloak, the beam is split into two. The two split beams are
smoothly guided around the hidden object, and emerge back as one
beam at the other side of the cloak without any deviation. The cylin-
drical object at the center of the cloak is therefore invisible for this
beam. The original paths of the two green beams (Ray 2 and Ray 3)
are very close to the hidden object, although not normally headed to
it. The cloak pushes the two beams further from the hidden object
comparedwiththetwosplitbeamsofRay1,andguidesthembackto
their original path again. We see the cloak is able to manipulate the
rays flow around the hidden object as if it were not there. A ray
tracing model is also applied to demonstrate the path of the rays
inside the cloak (the inset in Fig. 3), verifying the performance of
the cloak.
We next show the ability of the cloak in manipulating the beams
that are obliquely incident onto the cloak. We change a, the angle
between the wave vector of the incident wave and the horizontal xy
planewhilekeepingtheelectricfieldtobehorizontalbyusingalinear
polarizer.Threecasesarestudied:noobject, bareobject, andcloaked
object. The beam with green light propagates through these three
casesbeforeprojectingontoablackscreen(Fig.4,firstrow).Weusea
cameratocapturetheimageofthelaserpatternonthescreen.Asthe
maximum a that we can measure depends on the height of the cloak
and the width of the laser beam, three different incident angles,
a~00,a~70,anda~140,areselectedformeasurements.Theimages
of the laser beam for the no object case are shown in the second
column in Fig. 4, which are used as references. For the bare object
case, the beam is totally blocked by the hidden object, resulting in a
bigshadowintheimage(Fig.4,thirdcolumn).Forthecloakedobject
case,theimagesofthebeaminthescreenarerestored,indicatingthat
thehiddenobjectiswellconcealedbythecloak(Fig.4,rightcolumn).
Because the six pieces of the cloak cannot be glued perfectly during
fabrication, there is a small gap in the center of the pattern.
Compared with the big shadow in the bare object case, this gap is
relatively small, without altering our conclusion on the cloaking
effect. In previous literature, both the ray tracing model
27 and the
full wave electromagnetic scattering model
28 have shown that the
transformation-based cylindrical cloak with ideal constitutive para-
meters has a three-dimensional behavior, i.e. it can hide an object
Figure 2 | Experimental characterization of the optical cloak. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) The image captured by the camera.
Figure 3 | The propagation of the laser beams through the cloak. The
three beams from different incident directions are manipulated by the
cloak, flowing around the hidden object, and appearing at the other sides
without any deviation. The inset (top right) shows the ray tracing of the
three beams.
Figure 4 | Characterization of the cloak for oblique incidence. The laser
beam with parallel polarization is projected onto the screen after propa-
gating through three cases: no object (second column), bare object (third
column),andcloakedobject (rightcolumn).Thecloaksuccessfully recon-
structs the transmitted beam to remove the shadow of the hidden object.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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function being performed only in a two dimensional xy plane. In
our experimental demonstration, the captured images of the trans-
mitted beam at oblique incident angles clearly show the hidden
object is well concealed, providing a complementary experimental
evidence to support previous theoretical predictions
27,28.
Discussion
It should be noted that we use a simplified hexagonal cloak for
experimental demonstration. Although the experimentally realized
cloak (Fig. 1c) works for rays incident from only six incident direc-
tions, the theoretically proposed polygonal cloak (Fig. 1b) can work
for rays incident from all directions. The lost performance is intro-
duced by the simplification process of the experimental cloak where
the Segment I materials with big anisotropic degree are removed
(see Supplemental Information). This indicates that achieving
highly anisotropic materials is very important to restore the omni-
directional cloak performance in the future.
In conclusion, we report a new design and experimental demon-
strationofapolygonalcloaktohideanisolatedobjectinvisiblelight.
The electromagnetic parameters of the cloak are finite and spatially
independent. The cloaking performance is experimentally demon-
strated by using a simplified hexagonal cloak. It works for the whole
visiblespectrumanddoesnotrequiretobeputonareflectiveground
plane. The linear homogenous transformation method in the
reported cloaking scheme can be very useful in future cloak design
with different shapes and applications. It can be also extended into a
new class of optical devices beyond invisibility cloak.
Methods
The hexagonal cloak (Fig. 1b) is designed through a linear homogenous trans-
formation method. The transformation function from the original local coordinates
inthevirtualcoordinatespace(definedas[ua,va]and[ub,vb]inFig.1a)intothenew
coordinates in the physical coordinate space (defined as [ua’, va’] and [ub’, vb’]i n
Fig. 1b) is defined by: ua’~ua=ku, va’~kvva, wa’~wa, ub’~ub=k, vb’~vb, wb’~wb,
where ku~ r2{r0 cos p
6
    
r2{r1 cos p
6
  
, kv~r1=r0,a n d
k~ r2 cos p
6{r0
    
r2 cos p
6{r1
  
are the compression or extension ratios of the
space. Applying the coordinate transformation methods to Maxwell’s equations
1,w e
get the following parallel polarized wave related constitutive parameters of the cloak:
eI
u’~e= kukv ðÞ , eI
v’~ekukv, mI
w’~ku=kv, for Segment I, and eII
u’~e=k, eII
v ’~ek,
mII
w’~k, for Segment II. As far as the trajectory of light is concerned
3,18, the
constitutive parameters in the cloak can be simplified to the nonmagnetic reduced
form as illustrated in the main text.
Thedesignofthesimplifiedcloakwithsixsegmentsisbasedonthetrajectoryofthe
horizontal propagating ray marked in red (Fig. 1b). In the original cloak, it travels
through six boundaries and five triangles (two of Segment I medium and three of
Segment II medium) before appearing at the other side of the cloak. The trajectory of
theredrayis horizontal in the second SegmentIImediumsothat the transmitted ray
exhibits no deviation from the original one. We simplify the cloak by squeezing the
triangles of Segment I medium to their symmetric lines so that Segment I medium
disappears. At the same time, we enlarge the space of Segment II medium. The
simplified cloak is therefore composed of only Segment II medium. To make the
simplified cloak still work for the red ray, i.e. for the ray trajectory to be horizontal in
the second Segment II medium, we can inversely get the electromagnetic parameters
of the background material by using Snell’s refraction law at the boundaries. In the
Supplemental Information,ak-surface diagram isusedtoshowthe derivationsofthe
parameters of the simplified cloak and the background medium.
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